Readers' Theater, Session 1, Fall 2014: A Quartet Festival

Book: 104 Scenes for 4 Actors, Wilma Marcus Chandler, editor

1. The Odd Couple [Neil Simon] 20 min [pps 339-345] Comedy
   M- Oscar Madison          M- Felix Ungar
   F- Gwendolyn Pigeon       F- Cecily Pigeon

   F- Hortensa               F- Lupe
   F- Leticia                F- Rosario

3. The City [Clyde Fitch] 15 min [pps 299-303] Drama
   F- Mrs Molly Rand         M- Mr. George Rand
   F- Cicely                 M- George, Jr.

4. ‘Dentity Crisis [Christopher Durang] 20 min [pps 346-353] Comedy
   F- Edith                  F- Janr
   M- Robert                 M- Mr Summers
   M/F- Director             M/F- Director